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Los Angeles: A Scape 
 
 
Because everything here is wrought twice & 
glossed over, this is for you: O City  
of extended syllables, whose orange blossoms  
fall & mix with bougainvillea reds, whose hues 
of autumn haze to pair with mornings’ smog & beams 
(the rift between the visceral & tangible), whose 
scent of Pacific & LAX & the 405 blows along 
Sepulveda & past streetlights & signs (NUDES 
NUDES NUDES OPEN 24  OURS), which flash 
like set lights. Because not much is loud  
or said but shown as the reels roll 
much like the surf & the crop of make-it-some-day 
starlets from Ames, IA or Truth 
or Consequences, NM is picked for shoots 
in the Valley & traffic hums like silence 
repeated so much in space: 
Because here a child says shyly, 
“I met Mickey Mouse today,” and one cannot argue 
the way one argues about gravity 
or light at the end of days.  Because simulacrum 
is the fulcrum of identity in the city 
whose jetties act as fingers reaching for the long 
unknown wildness of the deep, whose nouns all clash 
as ivy climbs the freeways overpass & 
whose reflection is the unwieldy sprawl of a starry night. 

 

 



 

Crisis Rises 
 
 
 

star is the/a sound. 
A reverse inward of a particular 

ly erudite way of list 
ening. 

 
star in the sound 

a in the sound (an echo, a repetition, a same but thought of different consequentials,  
a nobody has heard the intonation sort of reflection) 

A roundabout way of standard 
hearing 

Abasically subset star missing and arms 
trying to speak through hearts (Mercurial 

 
star of the sound 

A general breakdown of simplicity, the way 
the small things the aging of the earth 

desire for lack/as 
one no longer recalls the fading 

 
 
 



 
 

2 Other Places:   
 
…and all the birds are different here. 
We move through water thoughts 
and distinct wings, the wandering streams 
of air: unleavened disjunction our 
pseudoscience of explanation.  
But, such is want.  
Waning exegeses:  
thoroughfares of depletion. 
 
A bit of you: 
    center the force of outward 
    motion depleted by lofty empty 
    ness’s of fantastical provisions of 
    spacetime fabricated textures of  

 
“Plenty of tacks to go ‘round.’” 

    a task of ‘round here 
    to hear the circle argue 
    ment of plans the clock 
    ticks agreements. Find low: 
 
Here no one can hear                                                                  A promise: 
 
Here no one can hear                                                                  A premise: 
 
Hear no one can hear                                                                  A pretense: 
 
Now there but not 
spruced and scrubbed 
              and sliced 
but now.  
 
A sudden movement sent bodies recoiling 
and whistling through the night’s whisper 
of traffic and hum of waxing streetlights. 



 
   Meet: a command to lift—not see. 
           be2. 
 
 covered prison eyes see 
 the same shade of dark: 
 heaviness. 
       
     It’s all happening1 
 
&     &      &      & 
She said she was 
harvesting the messiah. 
 
 
 
So the sky blues then unblues,   The unfounded separation of  
Saturdays 
   the low-lying country’s forgotten sights.  
   Locust hum. 
   
  Synchopated retribution.   
    
    Now: Now:    (“p             t“) 
    Now.                       
 
                                     Now                                                                       
Now           
                  Now   Now  
 Now                                                                                                     
 

 
 

                                                                
Now 

 
           i is.   
 you be. 
                                                
2 we happen upon the shores where a dead/dying/thriving claw extends into a crab or something not entirely unlike a 
crab 
1 see note on pg. 64 



 you  
 
 
 
 
Together into “my” emergence. 
 The intro moves energy. 
                             

(A)symmetry: 
 
“we unmet at a café where I promptly undeclared love” 
 
“We can count on systems with many constituents evolving toward disorder.” 
 
   stand under now. 
     
“…and that’s when I grew bored with patterns, discerning & // at a distance discerning frugality b/c from up 
there it was a mole hill that the lanterns shed light on—(disidera)5, walking down square searching for an 
honest man. b/c from up there it was a shadow of a phone ringing or a dream displaced & appear while 
awake:  
 
    ‘the fact is, there was  

no strategy’ 
 
b/c it elevates to a new disorder. And discomfort when you answers. And the treatise of love—we put the 
stipulations in reverse in order to…” 
  
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 
 
A simple set:  
A disclosure sets us forth 
again. 
You always liked the yet 
again you tried to correct 
when silent fell to distant 
or too 
 so I set I in transparence: 
obliquity between 
real time though not through 
                                                
5 the want is only a minor progression, that is how she thinks of entropy and why I love her. Proust said something 
interesting about this, but he forgot it. My friend feels that desire should be the exit strategy. 



   “the bells still ring with 
   out me/you, list the in 
   betweens.” 
 
Temper, then tamp and jostle: 
Jazz loose from grooves so  
sleep comes from this. 
     
    A nature second                                                                             
                               departed then we then us               As if others could hear 
           and sheets and backs                     As if others could here 
           turned away from our outside         As if others were hear     
         
that is/was/were what splits  
the shadow: aline, or align 
   well here: 
         no want  

     to say goodbye. 
 
“In that light she looked strange and theatrical.” 
 
 
 
 


